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ABSTRACT
The paper explores the differences in the

relationship between educational background and income for black an
white mr_in six different career areas. Previous research hap
assumed that thevalue of education is the same across all fields of
work. In this st4dy, the author analyzed educationaltind income-data .

for 20000 white men and 1,500 black men from the 197Q census
reports. All the en's occupations were classified into six
categories, including manual trades, scientific, sales and
management, and clerical. Regression enAlyses were used to compare
the returns to education for blacks and whites in each type of wprk.
,Results show that the'income'determination process may be similat for"
-1 blacks and whites in blue-collar work, in science and medicine, and
in social service' and educational work. However, blackt in sales,
management, and clerical work appear td be treated differently than
whites in tuch work. The black men 'consistently receive lower income
'per years of schooling than do white men. The differences/in these,

. areas ma's be due to past discrim4ation agaidst blacks or to
differences in the types of job activities and occupational rewards
preferred, by blacks.'(Author/AV)
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another. In this paper I show one previ6usly'-unnoticed source of

--e
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Increasing the quantity and quality of education of indiViduals

and groups, has been a traditional strategy forraising their economic
. ,

status, Disenchantment with thig strategy, increases, though; as -it'

becomes clear that education is not tke panacea once thought. Mbst
e

studies of the economic retur to educatiori.suggest that the re-
.

turns are-substantiallylo er fo backs than for whitel .(Weiss,

1970; Flanagan, 1974; Lin hand Ratledge, 1975). In other words,

Additional- education does not appear as useful for raising income

among blacks.

These racial differen6eA in the economic value of education

remain large?iNvexplain'ed. Differences in the quality Of education

is.one common explanation, discrimination in'the labor market is

this ractal diff nce in returns: (a)the rates-of reLrn to

education are ee different even among,white men in different
f

.//
$

broad occupgpfal markets, (b) blacks Are 4couwil relatively tore

often than whites tn the markets with the lowest rates of return,

and (c) he"Otcrns , education are similar for blacks'Ad whites

in some bcCup.Ationat markets, but not in others. The results are

important because they 'imply that,blacks of all educational levels
'A

aremost, underrepresented and disadvaneagall in the one type of'work

J I

that is4mo4t imrortant fbr the economic growth of'the black commu-k

nity=-managetent, sales, and other entrepreneurial work.

IP;
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Previous Research

f 2

Most stratification research has assumed that achieVemept

processes are the same in all kinds of occupations, and that the

value of education is the same Across all fields of work. Studies

typically produce a single estimate for the income-producing valqe-

of years of schooling in each population studied--e.g. blacks,

,

whites,males, and females. :However, there is ample evidence that
, .

different functional kinds (situses) of work such as science,'

businfss, and art require different worker competencies, attract '

people with divergent interests and values Llhorndike and Hagen,
off

.1459; Strong, 1943), and go probably constitute differntincentive

and reward ystems.7 These different situsestof work can be'seen as
,

different occupational labor markets, each with its own rules for
1

! entry and advancement. The value of additional schooling, Vocational

training, academic aptitudes, or otheripersonal resources may vary

considerably among the different kinds of work.`

Ati

In an earlier study (Gottfredson, 1976) I found eviddnce that

4r achievement processes do, di6er by kind or situs of work.. IR par-
-

ticular, I found that'the rates of return to.educatinn are two to
-

four times as high in-some kinds of work as in others,' and that the'se

..results'are replicated across age-groups. Ttielk differences in rates
,

of return were found among white men working full time - -a population

in which differences in achievement processes are usually assumed
0

to' be Id fact, tbese4Aifferences are much'4arger than those

4
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previously found betweeh the races, sexes, or other social groups.
V

In addition, black ,fneil are undeirepregented in situses with

high returns to'education and overrepreseriXed in wd'k With low re-

1 /
1 turns. This finding suggested thal educatiop might actually be as

valuable for blacks as for whites,, but that it might not appear so

on the average because blacks tend to enter;kinds.of
1111

work where even

whites realize low ate -tprn to education. -I tested that possibility '

in this study.

V

Method

The data were obtained from a 1/1000 sample f m the 1970

y census of population. Black and *kite men employed fullEime (35

3 hours or more) in civigian, non-farm jobs were selectee for analysis.

'Differences among young people (people less likdily to have .esttblished

stable and differentiated careers). are small whether the workers are
\

; of the same race or of different rams, so the analysis was restricted

to men aged 36 to 65. The, flog]. sample onsisted of,approximatery
4

20,000 white men and 1,500 black men.

All men were classified into one of six broad categories in

I-

44...

. .

Holland's (1973) classifidat'ion of occupations: Realistic (manual
'

.- .

' ) 1

and skilled trade's), Investigative (science and medicine), Artistic,

Social (education and social service), Enterpris'ipg (sales and manage-
.

ilent), and Conventional (clerical). Holland's classification is

widely used in vocational psychology and is reyiewedlin detail else-
(

where (Holland', 1973; Osipow,'19q3; Walsh, 1973). The important

. .
,1 5
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S.
point about the classification for ehis study is that-it captures

I
.

L

horiscntal differences.among jobs, and it can be used together with
.

.. ..

tus or prestige scales to provide a two dimensiohal picture o4

the ipatipnal structure: Each of the six categorie'S or work was

treated as a separate situs of work.

Regression analyses were used to compare thq returns to education

, for blacks and whites iv each situs of wo41c. The procedure was to

II

regress, 1969 income on five determinants of iccome--years of educe-
..

tion, occupational prestige(Teinme, 1975), age, h \urs worked per week,

and weeks worked in .1469. Hours and weeks worked were included to '

control for time spent working. Occupational prestige was included

because status attainment researchers often inelude it to control
1

. . .
..

.,

.c.for the effects of occupational level upon income (Sewell and Hauser,
! t. -,1975). Regressions were calculated separately for bkacks and whites

within each of the six kinds of...work.
.

..

This simple model'of income deterr ion }fields the same con-

eluos,n aS do models including mere isi ome 14.pminants4 1,so the
.

k-

,simp..le:.'r° model Is presented here. The absolute values of theregressiota

coefficients for education vary somewhat according to the determinants
t

included, but the same large differences across sitp-ees remain.

. 1

Additional .income'dectrminants included,lvtential year's of work
. experience (age mious yeafs of education inns six); presence of

ilitv.that limits work, marital 4,41,kus, employment by
gove ment, and a history'of any vocatiorial'tfaining. Age was
dele ed from models iQc%luding potential experience.,

4

.
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Unstandardiz4 regression coefficients Are tommonly used as.indicators

of the valud of eduoation, so that practice is followed here to provide

comparability with other studies.

r

llifferences in' Returns to Education,

Table 1 dhows tjeg results of the regression analyses, ad it

illustrates the findings I reported earlier. the, regression coef-

ricients-for edubation vary by situslrom $268 per'year .0f"education

in Realistic work to $1020 in Enterprising work. The scoefficient

fair all Whrte men polled together is abut, $500. The regression

coefficients illustrate. that returns treducation may vary by up to

\! factor of four among the differenp lituses of work.

.

Insert Table 1 here

akie table also replicates-the finding that the regression

. * ,

greater
.weightand presumably .the value - -of education is e for whites

sr

, .

than for blacks on the, average:' $496 versus $236. This racial

difference does not hold, however, whe'ri situses are examined sepdr-

.

ately. Yrbe regression coefficients for education are similar for

blacks and whites iLleithree sixuses of work -- Realistic, Investigative,

J
and ,Social, Over two thirds o'f the white men and .almost 90% of'the

k

black men are in orre of these three kinds of work. In contran, the

weights' aremuch lower for bl cks than f'or whites in Enterprising

and Conventional work - -the situses which also appear to have th'e

. e

grealept econamiciteturns per year of education Tong the white men.

7
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For example, instead'of a return of about $1000, blacks appear to

6
_

realize -a return of only $400 in Enterprising work.

New and larger samplL of blacks are re4uired to cross validate

the observed differences. Although the conctusi s afire only tenta-

tive, they have important implicationgifor the study and'amelioration

of racial inequality. The results suggest that income determination

i

. processes maybe much /the same:for black and white merf in blue-collar

work, in science and mediclne, and in social service and educational

work. But they also suggest that biacOks'in sales, management., and

. clerical work may be treated quite differently,or have different,

personal characteristics than whites fin such work.

\
Differences in Distributions by Situs

A look at the distribution of whites and blacks by situs of

work suggests that even if blacks were to be'treated equally in

;
. \

all'situses of work, large economic diff4rentes between black and

white men would still exist. Table 2 shows the-peretntage of men

at different eduCational levels whg are found in ach of the six

situses of work. It'shows that' a higher percentage4of blacks at all

_educational levels are in Social and Realistic work and that whites

are found relatively more often in Enterprising work. Differences.

between the most highly educated blacks and whites suggest why a

college degree is often not as econoticalLy 'rewarding for blacks.

Almps.t 40% of the whites with 16 or oars or education, but only

t 12-4 of the blacks are in Entexprisingork--,the work with the highest

8
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apparent income returns eb education. On the'other hand, tnly:a fifth

of the whites but almost h4lf of the'blacks are in Social jobs--work

with low.ecl(omic returns. This difference is loot necessarily a

result of blacks'being restricted to generally less 'desirable jobs

than whites, because the prestige of the Social jobs is higher than

that of Enterprising work (Cottfredson, 1976).

------ -

Insert Tab e01. 2 here

Discussion

the source of these racial differences in kind of work held

.

avAl in returns to education is not clear. ;43 doubt much of it is

the result of east discrimination against blacks.' More hostility,

and discrimination may have been directed to black Managers admiui-

strators, and salesmen than to black, educational, health, religious,

and other ,s,ocial sevice workers. These differences may also be

maintained in part by current differences in the types of job activik

ties and occupatior:;)rewards preferred by blacks. Social 4,obs such

as ,teaching are'low- paying but many are prestigious and secure.

',Managers and salesmen--Enterprising workers--have,higher average

incomes, but their incomes fluctuate more and theil jobs are less '

. prestigious. PaSt studies have shown that blacks more often prefer 4

the Social jobs than do whites (Nafziger et al. 1974). For instance,

black college students have typically chosen education majors at two

to three times the rate of whites (Sharp, 1970; Freeman, 1974).
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c, Whatever thi rea6n for the racial differences in jobs held and

returns realized, the differences affect the economic growth of the

black community.: They 4rectly affect the incomes of individual

workers andl,the.well being of their families. But they also affect

the future of black capitalim. It is among entrepreneurs (epg.

managers, men, and,business owners) that wealth is created and

cdntrolled. It is in the entreprpneurial business eptting that suc-
)

cessfuI businessmen are trained and launched on their careers, but

few blacks have been systematically exposed to this setting. The

educational gap between blacks and whites is closing (Hauser and

Featherman, 1976) but.if blacks continue to be chanyiele,d into or -

411k

prefer socialyrdesirable but less economica4ly rewarding work,

increased education may produe.e little growth inthe economic

strength of the black community.

The results presented here refer primarily to men who entered

the labor force before.,1960, and opportunities.for bl have im-

proved since that time. The racial differences associated with situs

of work may be disappearing, but I have seen no convincing evidence

that they are. Ihe' results suggest that resources Could be-focused

on providing young blacks more systematic exposure to.jnformation,

.

training, and experience in pntreprenuerial work. Any such program

should be preceeded, though, with efforts to discp)er why returns to

education appear to be so low for blacks in this ki1.of work.

10
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TABLE 1
i

... Unstandardi ed Regression ..Goefficients (12)

*id_ Squared, Multiple Cdrrelition (R2-)

from Predicting. Income:, White and Blacit .

Men 36-65 by Situs of' Work
i .

9

Predictors
Situs of Work a

p

R I S E C 'Total ---

Whites

-EdUCation 268 554 384) 1020 635 496.

Prestige' , 135 . 304 62 207 137 - 181

Hours 47 270 -32 68 124 84

Weeks 116 98 171 218 147' 49

Age -15 98, 57 105 50 35

I tercept -5656 -31778 -7597 -27978 -18720 -15136

P
2

.22 .44 12 '.18 .21 .28

. ,'
(N) (10,379) (1423) - j1124) (4941) (1113) (18,980)

Blacks

N
Educqt ion

"Prestige

Hotirs

Weeks

Age

Intercept

R2,

(N)

*

.

°
216

94

10

80

-8

-2,405

.17

(1234)"

' 611

...

162

-70
.

309.

90'

. -22872

(55

, .' (15)

.

332

54.

-34

44,

-34

-13935

.26

(.96)

'

-

439

116

-50
.

146,

.
38,

-8270

.36 .

(82)

.,

' 335

/05.

60'

116
I

18

-94b4

.41

(

(69)

-

il

236

N
86°-

4

.
85

' -6

-2510

.25

. c

(15lci)

a

a
R (Realistic), I (Investigative), ' -S .(Social), E (Enterprising), C
(Conventional). Men in Artistic work are excluded from the analysis
because there are too few cases for analysis. . (

.
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,

Percentage of Men in Each *i.r.us

.- .. Y '" e '
by- Race and Educational' 4.,eve.4,4-.: - `'.

II \ (

(Men EmploY,ed _Rai ;Dime in i970)
' "11

. 0

t ,

4A-01°

a...
4? Situs

of

I

Work

Nears of Education

,

-

t

4 ' . . .
.

8 or 9-11 ' 12 , 13-15
16. or'

# . tcrtsa Y efewer
..

:Whites

Real

Inv

Art

Soc

Ent

tone

82.0 7Q.5 55.2

3.4 3.7 5.1,.
0.2 0.6 , 1.4

.....-

1.9 2.7 ........3.7

10.6 18.44 . 27.6.

2.0 4.0

(N) (4040). (3892)

.

.

31.8

8*

.2.8

5.1

'10.2

20.8

/ 4.0 '

19.2

53.8

7.4 r

1.6.'
NI'

- 5.6*

41.8 38.6 25.6,

1,0.4 7 . 2 5.8

(2239)_- (3164) (19286)

51.0 5.6 '81-.0

6.4 12.2- 2.3
,c

''. .0. 211 4.4 9.5

13.8 4407 6.3

ft' 10.6 /12.2 5.4
t .' 17.0- /3.9-, 4.5 ,t

, .

041; (90t (1524)

7.0

(5951)

Rear 92.0 89.2

Blacks

72:9

Inv, 0.8 0'.6 3.8
it

. .
Art -- 0.8

Soc t. 2.2 2.6 6.1

Ent 3/ 3.7 8.0
.

Cony 14, 1.2 4.0 ',, 8.4

A (N) (727). (151) .4262).
.

12.
.
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